THE electrical reactions of denervated muscles form an integral part of the clinical picture associated with lesions of peripheral nerves. These reactions consist of changes in contractility and changes in excitability, both of which were stressed by Erb (1883a). He considered, however, that the former as revealed by the slow contraction was the more important indication of denervation, and this opinion was reaffirmed by Athanassio-Benisty (1918) and by Pollock (1920) . In recent years greater stress has come to be placed on the changes in excitability, possibly because technical developments have permitted them to be assessed quantitatively; possibly because it was becoming realized that the shape of the contractions of denervated muscle varied from time to time with the physical state of the limb. Certainly both these considerations lead Adrian (1916) to apply the methods of Lucas to the study of denervated muscle in the human, and he was able to obtain measurements of excitability expressed in strength-duration curves which were diagnostic of denervation. Since then other technical developments have taken place, and it is now possible to make with some facility quantitative studies of both the time relations of the contraction and of excitability. It is the purpose of this paper to report an investigation attempting to correlate these two types of abnormal reaction shown by denervated muscle.
THE electrical reactions of denervated muscles form an integral part of the clinical picture associated with lesions of peripheral nerves. These reactions consist of changes in contractility and changes in excitability, both of which were stressed by Erb (1883a) . He considered, however, that the former as revealed by the slow contraction was the more important indication of denervation, and this opinion was reaffirmed by Athanassio-Benisty (1918) and by Pollock (1920) . In recent years greater stress has come to be placed on the changes in excitability, possibly because technical developments have permitted them to be assessed quantitatively; possibly because it was becoming realized that the shape of the contractions of denervated muscle varied from time to time with the physical state of the limb. Certainly both these considerations lead Adrian (1916) to apply the methods of Lucas to the study of denervated muscle in the human, and he was able to obtain measurements of excitability expressed in strength-duration curves which were diagnostic of denervation. Since then other technical developments have taken place, and it is now possible to make with some facility quantitative studies of both the time relations of the contraction and of excitability. It is the purpose of this paper to report an investigation attempting to correlate these two types of abnormal reaction shown by denervated muscle.
Method
The muscles most commonly employed in this investigation were the extensor carpi radialis and the tibialis anticus. Their contractions were recorded by a modification of the method described by Mendelssohn by placing a tambour firmly on the tendon where this crossed the joint, the joint being in a neutral position. In the case of some muscles such as the abductor digiti quinti the tambour was placed on the belly of the muscle. This tambour was connected by an air-filled system to an optical capsule which reflected a beam on to moving bromide paper. The natural frequency of the recording system was approximately 20 cycles per sec. and the lag in this system amounted to 5 msec. when compared to the stimulus recording system. The limbs were immobilized by moulded plaster casts which were bolted to the table while the tambour was clamped to a rigid iron framework fixed to the same table.
Bipolar stimulation was employed, the current being * Working on behalf of the Medical Research Council.
141 applied through electrodes placed near each end of the muscle in positions where it was found by trial that the threshold was lowest and that little stimulation of adjacent muscle was produced. The electrodes were circular pads of saline-soaked cotton wool 1 cm. in diameter backed by a copper or silver chloride disc. These were spring-mounted on rods adjustably attached to the iron framework. The spring-mounting permitted slight movements of the muscle to take place without altering the contact. The stimulating currents were generated by the valve controlled apparatus described by Bauwens (1941a) who kindly supplied details of construction. This valuable device supplies rectangular waves of variable duration, frequency, and amperage, and the current output is independent of the resistance of the external circuit so long as this is below 5,000 ohms. In series with the patient was a mirror galvanometer of 60 ohms resistance with a natural frequency of approximately 1,000 cycles per sec. This recorded on the bromide paper the strength and duration of the stimulus. Action potentials were recorded by use of a Matthews condenser coupled amplifier and oscillograph. A concentric needle electrode of the type described by Adrian and Bronk (1929) was used to pick up the potentials. When recording the action potentials the stimulating circuit was fed by high-tension batteries instead of rectified A.C. and when rectangular currents were used the stimulating electrodes were needles introduced into subcutaneous blebs of procaine as this was found to reduce the stimulus artefact.
The subjects are described in paper A and were chosen because definite information was available concerning the nature of their nerve lesions. Procedure After the apparatus was set up the resistance of the circuit was ascertained by the voltage necessary to pass 5 ma. If this was over 5,000 ohms the electrodes were readjusted. The frequency of the stimuli being set between 30 and 60 per min. the contractions were observed visually and if they appeared satisfactory the camera was run for 5-10 secs. The duration or the strength of the stimulus was varied either in the same or in subsequent runs. In the experiments on the effect of temperature the limb was kept immersed in water at 200 C. or 38°C. for 20 minutes just prior to the recording.
Results
The results to be reported are those obtained in experiments which were specially designed in the light of many preliminary observations to demonstrate particular features of the reaction of the muscles. It may be stressed, therefore, that the full weight of the evidence behind each observation will not be fully stated.
It is proposed to present these results to show first that denervated muscles are prone to develop a repetitive response when stimulated by an electric current and then to illustrate how this property accounts for some of the peculiarities of contraction and excitability.
Repetitive Stimulation The most satisfactory method of determining the occurrence of this phenomenon would be to record the action potentials of a single muscle fibre. This, however, is nearly impossible in an intact muscle, for a considerable time after the initiation of the stimulus, and while they are stronger in the early part of the contraction they do not cease until about the peak of the contraction. With stimuli that cease before the peak of the contraction it is possible to show that the action potentials do not persist for longer than 20-40 msec. after the end of the stimulus. Fig. 2 Brown (1937) has estimated it to be in the region of 100. It is likely, therefore, that in a simple muscle twitch temporal dispersion would cause a short burst of potentials before and with the onset of the mechanical contraction. If, however, the potentials persist throughout the phase of muscle shortening it may be concluded that each fibre is responding more than once and that stimulator designed by Bauwens (1941a) was used to stimulate the muscle. It is apparent that action potentials persist throughout the whole period of current flow and this is associated with a prolonged shortening of the muscle, both the electrical and mechanical activity persisting until the decline of the current. In Fig. 3 are shown records obtained from subject C.B. also with a sciatic nerve lesion, but using a rectangular stimulating current and with a smaller condenser guarding the amplifier. The size of the condenser has reduced the amplitude of FIG. 2.-Record ( x 1/3) of subject R.W. showing electrical and mechanized response of the denervated tibialis anticus to a stimulus of gradual onset and decline. The initial deflection in line recording the action potentials is an artefact caused by closing the circuit which activates the stimulator. Description otherwise is as in Fig. 1 repetitive stimulation is occurring. It is not difficult to show that this is the condition prevailing in denervated muscles.
In Fig. 1 is shown a record obtained from the muscles of the medial border of the hand of subject A.K. who had an old standing lesion of the ulnar nerve. In order to reduce the stimulus artefact the stimulating current was smoothed by putting a 4 uF condenser in parallel with the patient while a 0-05 uF condenser was interposed between the active recording electrode and the amplifier. This record shows that the action potentials do persist the potentials so that for adequate demonstration they have been reproduced here at double the original size. Three strengths of stimuli 3, 5, and 10 ma. of 2 sec. duration were used. 3 ma. produced neither an electrical nor a mechanical response and has not been figured here. 5 ma. produced a slow type of contraction associated with action potentials during the phase of shortening similar to those shown in Fig. 1 . 10 ma. caused a much stronger contraction followed by a period of galvanotonus which persisted until the end of the stimulus. The action potentials also persisted. These results show that repetitive stimulation of the fibres of denervated skeletal muscle is readily caused by a constant current. It may also be inferred that galvanotonus is associated with this phenomenon and has, therefore, the character of a tetanus rather than of a contracture as was suggested by Bremer (1932) . Bremer did occasionally observe small fluctuating potentials, but he was instrumentally handicapped and recorded chiefly a large slow potential which he considered, following the work of Bishop and Gilson (1927) , to be associated with the actual contractile process. In the usual absence of such rapid fluctuating potentials as are recorded here he concluded that the muscle was in a state of contracture.
It may be thought that prolonged stimulation by constant currents violates the law of excitation of du Bois Reymond which states that it is the variation in strength of current that produces stimulation. Nevertheless, the phenomenon has long been recognized to occur in nerves, particularly in certain states such as when cool, and Gotch (1900) noted in 0' 2½.
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1900 that it implied a limitation in the law of excitation. Since then it has been explained by Ebbecke (1924) and by Erlanger and Gasser (1937) as being due to the recovery of the fibre through a stage of hyperexcitability permitting excitation to occur again and Katz (1939) has pointed out that a repetitive response to a persistent stimulus is the natural accompaniment of slow accommodation. However, this picture of a self-resonating system should not be viewed against a static background. The mere fact that an action potential is associated with excitation must indicate that. the electrical field of the stimulating current is distorted. Also, the deductions of Bishop (1928) show that when a constant current is applied to a biological preparation the electrical field set up is not constant but fluctuating due to changes in the resistance and capacity of various parts of the tissues. These fluctuations of current plus a hyperexcitable phase during the recovery process provide an alternative or subsidiary explanation for the phenomenon of repetitive stimulation.
The abnormality in the case of denervated muscle is not that the repetitive stimulation occurs but that it is marked at current strengths which are of threshold value. It may be that this abnormality is not due to the denervation but to the way in which the stimulus is applied to the muscle fibre, i.e. direct rather than indirect stimulation. Against this view is the fact that no one has commented on a slowing of the contraction by curare, and it will be seen below that repetitive stimulation appears to cause this. This type of response may be termed with Rosenblueth (1941) a loss of accommodation, but there is no evidence as to whether it is due to an abnormality in the phase of recovery or in the extent of the current fluctuations or to some other factor. In any case the phenomenon is revealed by the degeneration of nerves and may be said to be typical of denervated muscle. It is also desirable to note that what is perhaps an analogous phenomenon has been observed in denervated smooth muscle (paper E). Contractility The contraction of denervated muscle is generally described as being slow, and while this is usually true, it is only true because certain conditions of stimulation and temperature are usually present. The variability in the rapidity of the contraction when the muscle is cold and when it is hot, and when the stimulus is short and when it is long, is shown in Fig. 4 . This figure records the results obtained in one of the preliminary experiments on a subject with a lesion of the external popliteal nerve and it indicated the need to amplify the generally accepted statement concerning the contraction of denervated muscle. It will be seen that when the denervated muscle was warm and when the stimulus was short that the contraction was nearly-as rapid as that of normal muscle and that a change in either of these factors, that is, temperature or stimulus, influenced the rapidity of the contraction. These two factors will therefore be considered separately.
Temperature.-It is well-known that a fall of temperature slows the rate of contraction of normal muscle and an example of this has been provided in Fig. 4 . Tuttle (1941) in a recent investigation on the normal gastrocnemius of man has found that immersion of the leg in crushed ice for 20 minutes caused a prolongation of all phases of contraction so that the peak of the contraction instead of occurring at about 100 msec. after the stimulus fell at 200 msec. while the phase of relaxation underwent a somewhat greater proportionate increase. These observations were repeated here on the denervated tibialis anticus of subject B.R. while recording the temperature of one part of the muscle. After warming of the leg in water at 380 C. for 20 minutes a copper-constantan couple was inserted through a needle to the depth of about 1 cm. into the muscles supplied by the divided external popliteal nerve. The needle was then withdrawn over the wires and a record of a number of contractions of the muscle was obtained when the temperature was 360 C. Crushed ice was then packed around the leg and without moving the electrodes or the recording tambour further sets of records were taken as the muscle temperature fell past each degree C. The duration of the stimulus was maintained at 40 msec. Representative contractions of similar height have been traced and superimposed to form Figs. 6, 7 , and 8 which have been prepared by cutting the original records and arranging the sections so that at the top of each column the effect of a long stimulus is seen, while under this are placed other contractions resulting from successive decreases in the duration of the stimulus. It will be seen that as the stimulus was shortened so the contraction also became shortened. This effect can be illustrated graphically by using the time from the onset of the stimulus to the peak of the contraction as an index of the rapidity of the contraction and plotting this against the duration of the stimulus. This has been done in the charts in Figs. 6, 7, and 8. From these it is apparent that, when the stimulus was progressively shortened, the time to the peak of the stimulus commenced to shorten soon after the duration of the stimulus became less than the time to the peak. These examples have been prepared by comparing contractions of the same height which have been achieved by varying the strength of the stimulating current. However, the effect can be just as well shown if the strength is kept constant as has been done in obtaining the record shown in Fig. 9 This phenomenon has been briefly referred to by Bremer (1932) and Rushton (1932) . The former attributed it to an electrical contracture, but it has already been shown that this contracture is in reality due to a repetitive stimulation of the muscle fibres. The latter author believed that it was due to a successive recruitment of muscle fibres basing the explanation on the theory that the weaker the stimulus the longer the utilization period and, therefore, the fibres which were in weak fields of current would respond later than those in the part of the muscle in which the lines of current were concentrated. This theory may be put to experimental test by measuring the latent period and the time to the peak of the contractions which are produced by threshold currents and comparing these times with those resulting from stronger currents. If Rushton's theory were correct the times should become progressively longer as the stimulus is lowered toward threshold strength. This experiment has been performed three times using stimuli of 500-msec. duration and recording the contraction with tambours so sensitive that the recording beam was displaced 1 cm. before any visible or palpable contraction was present in the muscle. The results of these experiments were in agreement and are typified by those shown in Fig. 10 . To prepare this figure the records were traced and superimposed on a scale representing the strength of the stimulus. Horizo'ntal alignment was determined by the onset of the stimulus. It is apparent that at near threshold values the latent period became slightly prolonged. This, however, was probably due in part to the fact that the contractions were so weak that the initial stages of them were not recorded, as there was a simultaneous shortening of the time to the peak of the contraction. With stronger currents there was a progressive diminution in the time to the onset of the contraction and this is also shown by a glance at the records in Figs. 6, 7, and 8, in which it will be seen that the stronger currents required at the shorter durations of stimuli produced a more immediate contraction than did weaker currents. These results make it clear that Rushton's explanation accounts for the shortening of the latent period with strong stimuli, but it is also clear that there is a maximum duration of the latent period. In' other words, currents which have not caused excitation within this time will fail to do so no matter how long they are continued. That the stimulus response time has a finite value may also be concluded from the measurements-of Blair and Erlanger (1936) and of Bogue and Rosenberg (1936) on various nerves. Therefore, if altering the duration of the stimulus beyond the maximal latent period alters the contraction it implies that some other mechanism than progressive recruitment must account for the variation. It will be seen in Fig. 10 that changing the duration of the stimulus from 500 to 40 msec. did alter the shape of the contraction. Also it will be seen in Fig. 9 that when the stimulus was reduced from 660 to 340 msec.
there was an alteration in the shape of the contraction, and the maximum latent period even in the coolest muscles has never been found to be longer than 150 Fig. 10 is due to the fact that very weak currents maintain the period of repetitive stimulation for shorter times than do stronger currents. This is indeed a corollary to the observation illustrated in Fig. 3 that strong currents can induce a very prolonged period of repetitive stimulation resulting in the galvanotonic type of contraction.
It has been noted above that a fall of temperature prolongs the contraction resulting from brief stimuli. It is now necessary to consider the influence of this factor on the repetitive element of the response. Evidence on this point may be obtained by comparing the effects of prolonging the stimulus when the muscle is cool and when it is warm. It will be seen from the records reproduced in Figs. 6, 7, and 8, and in the charts plotted from these results that when the muscles were warm an increase in the duration of the stimulus increased the time to the peak of the contraction by 80 msec., while when the muscles were cool the time to the peak was increased by 250 msec. Therefore, it may be concluded that the period during which repetitive stimulation occurs is more prolonged when the muscle is cool than when it is warm.
It is necessary to note that in normal muscle it has been found that lengthening the stimulus also tends to prolong the contraction. That this is very slight at the strength of currents usually employed will be seen in Fig. 7 . In Fig. 8 the records are somewhat confused by the occurrence of stimulation at the break of the current but none the less the occurrence of repetitive stimulation in these instances can also be inferred because the prolongation of the time to the peak still persisted after the stimulus was prolonged so as to make the break fall after the peak of the contraction. This effect on normal tissues will be referred to below and it is only required here to conclude that the influence of repetitive stimulation on the shape of the contraction is minimal in normal muscle as compared to denervated muscle, particularly when the latter tissue is cool.
Summary.-The above observations on the contraction of denervated muscles show that with brief stimuli and at similar temperatures the contraction of denervated muscle is similar to that of normal muscle. Bremer (1932) has also stressed this similarity. It may be concluded, therefore, that denervation does not materially affect the contractile processes of muscle. It has also been shown that denervated muscle is abnormally susceptible to repetitive stimulation by constant currents, especially when cool, and that this causes a prolongation of the contraction. These results have been so consistent that they permit the deduction that if a denervated muscle contracts slowly it is cool. In paper H it has been shown that while denervated muscle has a somewhat greater resting blood flow than does normal muscle it is deficient in the great surges of blood that accompany even slight exercise in normal muscles. Now Grant and Pearson (1937-8) have shown that the temperature of normal resting muscle may fall far below blood temperature, but is immediately elevated by exercise. It may be inferred, therefore, that the temperature of denervated muscles is habitually low and that unless special precautions are taken to warm them routine testing with a galvanic stimulus will ordinarily reveal the slow sluggish contraction described by Erb. An interesting application of these results is their bearing on an observation reported by Leriche (1939) who noted in a subject with a musculospiral palsy that a sympathetic nerve block caused the limb to become warm and the muscular contractions to become brisk. He attempted to relate the change to the relief of vasospasm in the nerve, but it was clearly a side effect produced by the change in temperature. Excitability
In the foregoing sections results have been reported indicating that denervated muscle is very prone to show repetitive excitation in response to an electrical current. The effect of this behaviour on the shape of the contraction has been demonstrated and it is now necessary to inquire into its effects on measurements of excitability.
Since the pioneering studies of Lucas the strengthduration curve has been recognized as the most comprehensive statement of the excitability of a tissue. In the construction of these curves one determines the durations that various strengths of current require in order to produce a standard response of the tissue. Usually the minimal recognizable response is chosen as the standard, but as such responses are by definition almost nonrecordable it is necessary, if it is desired to correlate the strength-duration curves and the muscular response, to show that supraminimal stimuli do not alter the strength-duration relationship. This has been done by stimulating a muscle with a wide range of current strengths at each duration of stimulus. The height of the responses were measured and the data obtained are shown plotted in Fig. 11 . It is apparent that whether a contraction of 2-0 cms. or a threshold response be taken as the standard the same relationship between the strength and the duration of the stimulus is present.
The similarity of these curves indicates that the same excitability factors operate at these different strengths of contraction so it is reasonable to assume that if an explanation can be found for the shape of the strength-duration curves by correlating them with the time relations of contractions of more than minimal strength this explanation will also apply to strength-duration curves obtained from minimal responses. This inference is reinforced by the finding reported above that shape of the contraction does not alter greatly over a wide range of strengths of contraction.
The strength-duration curves reported here were constructed using a minimal response so that the threshold values, of the currents might be simultaneously expressed. The presence of minimal responses was ascertained with the aid of the optical magnification of the apparatus.
It is now possible to indicate the significance of the strength-duration curves plotted in Figs. 6, 7 the measurements of the time to the peak of the contraction, show that soon after the duration of the stimulus becomes shorter than the time to the peak an increased current is required. The pertinent data have been abstracted from these graphs and are set out in Table I . From this it is clear that there is some relationship between the briskness of the contraction and the duration of the stimulus at which the threshold rises. The most pronounced correlation was found in case L.R. in whom there was the greatest variation in the rapidity of contraction and in whom the most trustworthy strengthduration estimations were obtained. It will be seen that when the muscle was cool the threshold was raised at stimulus durations of less than 500 msec., while when the muscle was warm the threshold did not have to be raised until stimulus duration was less than 160 msec., and these times were approximately 100 msec. less than the time to the peak of the corresponding contractions. In Fig. 12 is shown another way of expressing the same phenomenon. Two series of contractions are shown in this figure which were obtained in the experiment used to plot Fig. 11 . It will be seen that when the muscle was cold the contractions were slow and that they diminished in height when the duration of the stimulus was changed from 540 to 300 msec. When the muscle was warm the contractions were rapid and did not fail until the stimulus was reduced to 70 msec. ; r e r FIG. 12.-Records (X 1/2) of subject L.R. showing the effect of reducing the duration of the stimulus when the denervated abductor digiti quinti was cool and when it was warm. The time is in sec. and being the same in both records was eliminated from the lower in reproduction. The stimulus durations indicated on the upper record apply also to those directly undemeath on the lower record. STUDIES IN DENER VATION-I has a potentiating effect on the contraction. This potentiation is presumably due to the occurrence of repetition and it is thus no mere coincidence that the slow contraction of denervated muscle is associated with a prolonged excitation factor, for both are partly dependent on the same characteristic of the tissue.
It will be noted that the strength-duration curves of denervated muscle are to a certain extent modified by the temperature of the muscle. Thus, in Figs. 6, 7, and 8, it will be seen that the rheobase, i.e. the threshold for long stimuli, is lower when the muscle is cool than when it is warm. This difference in threshold does not obtain with shorter stimuli. Lucas and Mines (1907-8) described a similar effect in nerve and in the nerve-free part of toad muscle. The lower threshold and the greater repetitiveness that are shown by cool denervated muscles when stimulated by long currents appear to be expressions of the same fact. To appreciate this it must be realized that the thresholds with long currents are to a certain extent spurious in that the response even at threshold values is repetitive. This is indicated by the fact that the strength-duration curve, plotted in Fig. 11 for a figurative contraction of 0*0 cm., commences to rise when the stimulus is reduced in duration from 500 to 333 msec. As this time is much longer than any observed stimulus-
r, LO response time it must be inferred that threshold is being determined by the tendency of the tissue to respond repetitively.
In Fig. 13 It is pertinent to point out that present conceptions do not attribute to strength-duration curves the same biological significance as was originally claimed for them by Lapicque (1926) . The work of Davis (1923) , Watts (1924-5) , and Grundfest (1932) has shown that the curves are more particularly associated with relation between the size of the fibre and the size of the electrical field impinging upon it. Both Rushton (1932) and Lapicque (1932) have attempted to explain this and it would appear that a sharply localized stimulation as produced by a capillary electrode will rapidly set up a critical degree of depolarization so that a propagated response can be initiated, whereas if the field of current embraces the whole fibre, the borders of the area of depolarization will be vague and the process of depolarization must continue longer before a sufficient difference exists at any one point to enable it to constitute a focus. The complex nature of the events leading to excitation when large electrodes are used and the fibres are in a relatively even field of current may be realized when it is considered that the current enters one end of the fibre and leaves at the other, thus producing both anodal and cathodal effects over approximately equal areas of the fibres. It is not surprising, therefore, that the time factor should depend on the mode of stimulation. Moreover, it has also been pointed out that the time factor will also vary depending on whether the response under observation is dependent on a single or on a repetitive discharge. It will be seen, therefore, that in denervated muscle, when percutaneous stimulation is used, two factors are present leading to a long time factor of excitation, i.e. the relation of the electrical field to the fibres and the property of responding repetitively.
Clinical Considerations
The phenomena occurring in denervated muscles have been described above from the physiological point of view. It is advisable, therefore, to conclude this paper with some reference to the clinical aspects of electro-diagnosis in peripheral nerve lesions.
In the first place it must be stressed that the information supplied by electrical tests, like that of most other tests, has more value when it is positive than when it is negative. This is well exemplified by the significance of abnormalities of contraction.
Thus, the presence of a response indicates that muscle tissue is present. An absence of contraction to all forms of stimuli, while it may indicate complete degeneration of the muscle fibres, is more likely to mean, as explained by Roberts (1916) , that due to cedema or some other abnormality in the extracellular constituents of the tissues the current is being blocked or short circuited from the excitable elements. The same restrictions bear on the implications of a slow contraction. If this is present it means that at least some of the muscle fibres are denervated, (other conditions such as myotonia being excluded), but its absence may only mean that the muscle is warm. Similarly, the presence of a response to nerve trunk stimulation is of obvious importance, but its absence is of dubious significance.
Measureinents of excitability are subject to the same restrictions of interpretations. If the presence of an excitable element with a short time factor is ascertained it is obvious that nerve fibres are present. The failure to find such an element may, however, be due to various factors, one of which is the relative indifference of regenerating nerve fibres to electrical stimuli as described by Erb (1883b) and more recently by Bauwens (1941b These assertions suggest only one thing-namely, that every effort should be made to elicit the type of response that is being looked for. Thus, if one desires to determine if a muscle is receiving a nerve supply in the absence of a response to voluntary innervation or nerve trunk stimulation, the cathode should be placed so that it is most propitiously situated in regard to the nerve fibres. As the response to direct stimulation of the muscle fibres may be confusing this should be eliminated so far as is possible without detriment to the immediate object. Therefore, the indifferent electrode should be placed so that the current does not flow through more of the muscle than is necessary, and brief stimuli of 1 to 5 msec. should be used. It is also advisable that these currents should enter the tissues without too much distortion. Therefoie, a stimulator such as described by Bauwens (1941) should be employed. This has the added advantage that it will enable two or three points of a strengthduration curve to be ascertained and so give an absolute decision as to whether the response if present is due to the stimulation of nerve fibres or to the direct stimulation of muscle fibres with a low threshold. In the same way, if it is desired to ascertain if denervated fibres are present the maximum opportunity should be given for them to express themselves. The limb should be moderately cool and the electrodes applied to each end of the muscle. A slow contraction with long stimuli or several points on a strength-duration curve will reveal their presence.
A final word may be said with regard .to the value of testing with galvanism and faradism. A slow contraction to galvanism or a response when the nerve trunk is stimulated with faradic currents carries obvious implications. Otherwise, the infoimation which can be obtained is of no value and merely supports the clinical findings without adding to them. In some cases the information may be misleading, for faradic currents can, if of sufficient intensity, stimulate denervated muscle.
Summary
An attempt has been made to discover the reasons underlying the slow contraction and prolonged excitation time of denervated muscle.
It was shown in the first place that denervated muscles are prone to develop repetitive excitation when subjected to an electrical current.
This manifestation was found to be responsible, in conjunction with a cool state of the muscle, for the prolonged contraction. The phenomenon of galvanotonus has also been attributed to repetitive firing of the muscle fibres.
The prolonged excitation time was found to be partially due to repetitive stimulation, and it was also attributed to the relation of the muscle fibres to the field of the current.
Clinical implications have been briefly noted.
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